SUDAN
MAY TO SEPTEMBER 2023

3,980 M³
CARGO STORED

27 MT
CARGO TRANSPORTED

86 ORGANISATIONS
SUPPORTED

4 CONVOYS
COORDINATED

8 DESTINATIONS
REACHED BY CONVOY

68 SERVICE REQUESTS
COMPLETED

TOTAL CARGO BY MEANS OF TRANSPORT

71% OF CARGO TRANSPORTED BY ROAD

29% SEA

TONNAGE STORED BY SECTOR

41% FOOD SECURITY
30% HEALTH
21% NUTRITION
1% PROTECTION
6% SHELTER
1% WASH

STORAGE USERS (M³)

88% UN Agencies
10% INGO
1% Others

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

IM PRODUCTS
PUBLISHED

42

COORDINATION

PARTNER ORGANISATIONS PARTICIPATING
IN CHAD X-BORDER COORDINATION
MEETINGS

23

PARTNER ORGANISATIONS PARTICIPATING
IN NATIONAL SUDAN LOGISTICS CLUSTER
COORDINATION MEETINGS

76

FUNDING

BASED ON REVISED 2023 REQUIREMENTS

29% RESURCED

9.02 M
TOTAL BUDGET

LOGCLUSTER.ORG/OPS/SDN20A

THE LOGISTICS CLUSTER IS LED BY

THE INFORMATION REPRESENTED IN THIS DOCUMENT IS BASED ON THE MOST ACCURATE DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE FROM THE FIELD LOGISTICS CLUSTER STAFF SUPPORTING THE EMERGENCY RESPONSE OPERATION. IT MAY BE REVISED OR UPDATED AS NEW, OR MORE COMPLETE DATA BECOMES AVAILABLE.